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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we present a research system that follows a semantic approach to facilitate
medical association studies in the area of cervical cancer. Our system, named ASSIST and
developed as an EU research project, assists in cervical cancer research by unifying multiple
patient record repositories, physically located in different medical centers or hospitals.
Semantic modeling of medical data and rules for inferring domain-specific information allow
the system to (i) homogenize the information contained in the isolated repositories by
translating it into the terms of a unified semantic representation, (ii) extract diagnostic
information not explicitly stored in the individual repositories, and (iii) automate the process
of evaluating medical hypotheses by performing case–control association studies, which is the
ultimate goal of the system.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Cervical cancer (CxCa) is one of the most common cancers worldwide [1]. Infection by the human papillomavirus (HPV) is
accepted as the central risk factor for CxCa [2]; however, it is unlikely to be the sole cause for developing cancer. Findings indicate
that other factors in addition to HPV infection are likely to be important determinants in cervical carcinogenesis. Ongoing
research includes investigating the role of specific genetic and environmental factors in determining HPV-persistence and
subsequent progression of disease [3]. Genetic association studies [4] constitute a significant scientific approach that employs
specific statistical analysis methods to investigate the association among genetic characteristics, environmental agents and virus
characteristics so as to suggest pathogenetic mechanisms that will provide new markers of risk, diagnosis and prognosis, and
possibly treatment. However, these association studies require large sets of patient phenotypic (e.g., virus characteristics, clinical
tests, patient lifestyle) and genotypic data (e.g., polymorphisms of a gene) all provided in a structured format.
ASSIST (abbreviation for Association Studies Assisted by Inference and Semantic Technologies) is a research project whose
overall objective is to provide medical researchers of CxCa with an integrated environment that unifies multiple patient record
repositories, physically located at different laboratories, clinics and/or hospitals. This environment enables researchers to
combine phenotypic and genotypic data, utilize existing patient records from past research studies in several clinics, and,
eventually, perform biomedical research in a low-cost and time-efficient way. Furthermore, ASSIST incorporates the statistical
analysis tools that are required in order to automate the process of evaluating medical hypotheses of the type used in genetic
case–control association studies.
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In order to provide the desired functionality, ASSIST is founded on semantic web technologies. More specifically, an ontological
model is used to describe medical concepts, medical data types, relations between them and medical rules. When needed, this
model can be updated by knowledge engineers – in collaboration with CxCa expert researchers – through a graphical user
interface (GUI) application. Inference and Description Logics are utilized to homogenize multi-center patient data and infer
diagnostic information, resulting in the construction of a unified patient record repository that adheres to the aforementioned
ontological model. The system includes a GUI for its users to graphically form semantic queries and medical assumptions and also
a powerful core that is able to respond to the queries and statistically validate the assumptions using data from the unified patient
record repository.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the system specifications of ASSIST and then presents the
conceptual architecture of the system emphasizing the semantic web technologies that have been used and their interactions.
Section 3 presents two – real – usage scenarios of ASSIST and evaluates the usability and response speed of the system. The
extensibility of ASSIST in multiple directions is discussed in Section 4. The state-of-the-art on related semantics-enabled
biomedical systems is reviewed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusion of this work and provides insights for the
future of semantic web technologies in medical research.

2. System architecture
In this section we present the overall architecture of ASSIST from a knowledge engineering perspective, i.e., emphasizing the
system's semantic modules, their role in the system, and their interactions; the term “semantic” refers to the ability of a module to
process information defined through an ontology with RDF or OWL annotations. ASSIST consists of three main communicating
subsystems, namely the System Core, the User Interface (UI), and the Medical Repositories & Associated Interfaces, which are
complemented by two standalone applications, namely the Medical Knowledge Base (MKB) Editor and the UI View Extractor. An
outline of ASSIST's architectural components is provided in Fig. 1.
Before proceeding with the detailed description of system modules, we present in the following section the “big picture” of
ASSIST: The motivation behind ASSIST project, the project's objectives and associated system specifications, the issues that had to
be addressed and how all these are mapped to the modules of the final system.
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files are colored green.
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2.1. CxCa research context and system speciﬁcations
Currently, research centers expertized in the CxCa domain work in isolation: Imagine a number of diverse medical repositories
including CxCa-related data that are geographically distributed and moreover contain syntactically and semantically
heterogeneous information. An example of syntactic data heterogeneity between two research center databases regarding the
notions of HPV infection and Methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR) gene polymorphism – two commonly considered factors
in CxCa association studies – is given in Table 1. To make things even worse, some research centers do not encode their medical
data in any structured format (e.g., XML or RDBs) but rather store it in plain text documents.
Obviously, these practices hinder the progress of medical research in the domain, since the number of records contained in
each isolated repository enables the conduction of association studies for a relatively small number of study factors. In order to
infer statistically significant multi-factor associations, data from several medical centers must be integrated into a larger dataset.
However, the lack of structured/formatted data storage in a medical center sets a hardly surmountable barrier in reusing and
integrating its data.
Passing over the issue of plain text storage, ASSIST provides the aforementioned integrated dataset by unifying isolated
structured/formatted medical repositories (legacy repositories from now on) into its Unified Medical Repository (UMR). To achieve
this unification, it has to overcome the previously discussed heterogeneity issues. The first step to this direction is the definition of
a “language” to express the information contained in the UMR; this is the ASSIST Ontology [5]. The mapping of the schema of each
legacy repository to the ASSIST Ontology resolves syntactic heterogeneity and it is undertaken by the Repository Schema Mapping
module.
Regarding semantic heterogeneity, this stems mainly from the use of different classification schemes for the results of various
types of diagnostic examinations. For example, with respect to the result of the cytology examination, some clinics employ the
Papanikolaou classification [6], while others employ the Bethesda classification [7]. To this direction, ASSIST defines its own
classification scheme [8] which is employed for all examination types. This scheme distills the knowledge of several experts in the
field of CxCa. For this reason, it is medically sound and, concurrently, its granularity is the coarser that suffices for the intended
case–control association studies. In order to import the results of every intervention that is stored in the legacy repositories into
ASSIST's classification scheme, a set of medical implication rules is defined and appropriate inference mechanisms are employed.
The former is stored in the Medical Knowledge Base (MKB) module – this is also the place where the ASSIST Ontology resides –
while the latter are provided by the Inference Engine module.
ASSIST exploits the achieved repository unification to provide medical researchers with an integrated environment for
conducting association studies on the expanded CxCa repository. For this reason, it includes a User Interface (UI) module which
allows its users to form association hypotheses by transparently generating corresponding semantic queries and also to view the
produced statistical results. However, semantic web tools (e.g., OWL ontologies, semantic query languages) can be overwhelming
for medical researchers, which are the exclusive users of ASSIST. For this reason, the UI presents to its users a simplified view of
the ASSIST Ontology including only familiar medical concepts; moreover, it provides a simple mechanism for graphical query
construction. System usability is ensured with the help of the UI View Extractor module. For a given association hypothesis
formulated by a user, the Semantic Index & Query module poses the associated queries and retrieves the corresponding result-sets,
while the required statistical analysis is performed by the Association Study Analysis module.
One of the most important parameters when performing case–control association studies in the CxCa domain is the
determination of a patient's severity index with respect to the risk of malignant progression. However, this information, which in
medical practice is a conclusion drawn by medical experts after considering the results of all patient's examinations, is not always
stored in the individual repositories. In order to expand its set of supported association studies, ASSIST infers the disease severity
information by invoking the Inference Engine module to apply appropriate medical implication rules on the patient's examination
data. As we have already mentioned, these rules reside in the MKB, which holds the knowledge of the CxCa domain expressed in
terms of the ASSIST Ontology. In cases where the knowledge has to be updated, this is accomplished with the help of the MKB
Editor module.

2.2. Medical Knowledge Base (MKB)
The MKB contains all the medical knowledge in the domain of CxCa that is required to support the intended case–control
association studies and, therefore, it is considered the cornerstone of the system. The MKB has been developed in collaboration

Table 1
An example of syntactically heterogeneous information encoding in two clinics.
Clinic 1

Clinic 2

Genetic_Info.MTHFR = “C/C”
HPV_Result = “16, 18”

Polymorphism-MTHFR = “C/C”
HPV_16 = yes
HPV_18 = yes
HPV_31 = no
⋮
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with medical experts from three different research centers to accurately capture the essence of the domain knowledge. It consists
of the ASSIST Ontology and the Medical Implication Rules.
2.2.1. ASSIST Ontology
The ASSIST Ontology 1 lies at the core of all the semantic technologies that have been employed by ASSIST. It models the
domain of cervical cancer – to the best of our knowledge, the first ontology to attempt this – having a steady orientation towards
the facilitation of case–control association studies. Thus, it is considered to be a hybrid between domain and application ontology
according to the classification of [9]. The ontology comprises 170 original classes and 21 relations between them, while the
language used to describe this knowledge is OWL-DL [10].
The use of an Upper Ontology for reality representation has been identified as a basic harmonization feature [11]. The ASSIST
Ontology is based on the Basic Formal Ontology (BFO) [12], providing a clear distinction between the entities that endure (known
as “continuants”) and those that happen, unfold or develop in time (known as “occurents”). An effort has also been made towards
compliance with the organization of other BFO-based ontologies, wherever that was possible. To this end, the ASSIST Ontology
has certain structural overlap with the ACGT Master Ontology (ACGT-MO) [13] (e.g., Diagnostic Process, 2 Magnitude,
Toxicity Level), the Ontology for General Medical Science (OGMS) [14] (e.g., Constitutional Genetic Disorder), the
Ontology for Biomedical Investigation (OBI) [15] (e.g., Biological Process) and the Experimental Factors Ontology (EFO) [16]
(e.g., Smoking Behavior). However, the ASSIST ontology certainly delineates from these efforts, as it focuses on Cervical Cancer,
providing specific entities for performing association studies in this domain.
Further design principles that have dictated the ontology organization include: (1) a clear distinction between use and
mention, (2) accurate representation of things in reality rather than their representations, (3) enforcement of a strict subsumption
hierarchy, (4) avoidance of multiple inheritance, and (5) avoidance of unnecessary “UnknownX” classes. A detailed description of
these principles can be found in [13].
The conceptual schema of the ontology is based on the notion of Case. A Case can be defined as “a collection of data about a
patient concerning a certain period of time, during which a diagnosis of a disease is medically meaningful”. Thus, a Person can be
associated – through the hasCase object property – with more than one Case instances, which, in turn, may include one or more
Visits during which Medical Interventions (Diagnostic Interventions, Therapeutic Interventions, Vaccinations,
etc.) may take place. The main Diagnostic Interventions of interest are the Cytology examination, the Colposcopy examination,
the Histology examination and the tHPV Test. Each Diagnostic Intervention is associated with a unified Result. Each Case is
also associated with a degree/index which constitutes an assessment of the patient's risk regarding the development of cervical
cancer, namely the CxCa Severity. However, for the purpose of performing an association study only one Case has to be
considered per Person; for this reason, the hasWorstCase object property associates each Person with its Case with the worst
CxCa Severity. The classes and properties mentioned above constitute the “core” of the ontology.
As it can be observed by investigation of the ASSIST Ontology, the classes contained therein can be classified into two
categories:
Generic Medical Entities. These entities are generic enough to be employed in almost every medical domain and are commonly
stored in typical medical repositories. Examples of this category include the following classes: Case, Visit, Medical
Intervention, Diagnostic Intervention, Therapeutic Intervention, Result, etc.
Domain Specific Entities. These entities are strongly associated with CxCa, its stages, the related interventions, genotypic and
phenotypic factors. Moreover, some of these entities do not directly correspond to the information stored in typical medical
repositories. Examples of this category include the following classes: Colposcopy, Cytology, Histology, HPV Test, CxCa Severity, etc.
The aforementioned class categorization stems from a design principle and, even though not explicit (i.e., there are no abstract
classes that serve as ancestors for all the classes of each category), it facilitates the potential exploitation of ASSIST Ontology in other
medical domains as well. Indeed, in such a case, the classes of the first category can be reused as-is and only those of the second
category will have to be replaced according to the needs of the new domain. The same goal is also facilitated by ASSIST Ontology's
compliance with BFO and its partial overlapping with established ontologies in related domains (ACGT-MO, OBI, OGMS, and EFO).
2.2.2. Medical Implication Rules
The Medical Implication Rules of MKB have been defined with guidance from CxCa experts in order to be used for inferring
medical information not explicitly stored in the legacy repositories and they are divided into two discrete types. The first type
includes rules that can be expressed via Description Logics [17], while the second type includes the rest of the rules. All the
employed rules infer information that, according to the medical experts, plays effective role in the conduction of the supported
case–control association studies.
The Medical Implication Rules of the first type (type-I rules from now on) are actually OWL-DL (Equivalent) Class Axioms 3 and
are mainly employed in two cases: First, to semantically homogenize the results of the Diagnostic Interventions conducted in
different research centers and, second, to infer for each Case its associated CxCa Severity index. Regarding semantic
1
2
3

The most recent version of the ASSIST Ontology can be accessed at http://mug.ee.auth.gr/assist/CxCaOntology.owl.
The names of the ontology classes and properties are typed in monospace fonts in their ﬁrst occurrence in the paper.
Technically, these axioms are part of the OWL ﬁle of the ASSIST Ontology.
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homogenization, we have already mentioned that ASSIST supports for each examination type all the established classification
schemes and also defines its own four-stage classification scheme – this is summarized in Table 2 – that serves as the unifying
classification into which all the other classifications are eventually mapped. Let us provide an example: The classification schemes
supported by ASSIST for the cytology examination are the Munich [18], the Papanikolaou [6], and the Bethesda schemes [7]. The
medical implication rule that translates the results coded in these schemes into the ASSIST classification scheme for the case of the
ASSIST3 index (ASSIST3 Cytology Result class) can be expressed in terms of the ASSIST Ontology (classes, object and datatype
properties) by the following formula:
ASSIST3 Cytology Result≡Cytology Result ⊓ð∃ isResultOfExam ðCytology ⊓
ðð∃ hasCytologyPapanikolaouResult fClass VgÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasCytologyMunichResult fVgÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasCytologyBethesdaResult fSCCgÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasCytologyBethesdaResult fadenocarcinomagÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasCytologyBethesdaResult fadenocarcinomaEndocervicalgÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasCytologyBethesdaResultfadenocarcinomaNOSgÞ ⊔
ð∃ hasResultDataTypefASSIST3gÞÞÞÞ:
In a similar manner, medical implication rules that assess the CxCa Severity index of each Case according to the ASSIST
classification scheme have been defined with the help of DL. These rules consider the aggregate results of three distinct
examination types (Cytology, Colposcopy, and Histology) conducted within the context of the Case.
The other type of implication rules (type-II rules from now on) lies beyond the expressive abilities of DL and thus the rules of
this type are expressed as construct queries in the SeRQL 4 semantic query language [20]. The employed SeRQL queries are
essentially graph constructing rules that infer medical information in two cases. In the first case, these rules extract for each Case
an aggregate (or collective) result per examination type in terms of the ASSIST classification scheme, by taking into account all the
examination results of the specific type. More specifically, for each Case, a collective result of all the Cytologies that have been
conducted within the Case is extracted (Collective Cytology Result class), and the same holds for the other three types of
Diagnostic Intervention (Colposcopy, Histology, and HPV Test).
The second case includes the rules that extract, among all the Cases that belong to a patient, the worst one with respect to their
CxCa Severity indices according to the ASSIST classification scheme; as we have already seen, this is expressed in ontology terms
via the hasWorstCase object property. As an example, the medical implication rule that infers the patients whose worst Case
CxCa Severity index is ASSIST2, under the assumption that the patients with ASSIST3 index of worst Case have been already
inferred, is expressed by the SeRQL query that is given in Listing 1.
Listing 1. The SeRQL query that expresses the medical implication rule for ASSIST2 index of worst Case CxCa Severity.
CONSTRUCT {Person} asNS : hasWorstCase {wCase}
FROM {Person} asNS : hasCase {wCase},
{wCase} asNS : diagnoses {wSeverity},
{wSeverity} rdf : type {asNS : ASSIST2_Severity}
WHERE wCase = ALL (
SELECT Cas
FROM {Person2} asNS : hasCase {Cas},
{Cas} asNS : diagnoses {Severity},
{Severity} rdf : type {asNS : ASSIST2_Severity}
WHERE Person = Person2
LIMIT 1)
MINUS
CONSTRUCT {Person} asNS : hasWorstCase {wCase}
FROM {Person} asNS : hasWorstCase {},
{Person} asNS : hasCase {wCase},
{wCase} asNS : diagnoses {wSeverity},
{wSeverity} rdf : type {asNS : ASSIST2_Severity}
USING NAMESPACE asNS = bhttp://assist.iti.gr/assist_ontology.owl#>

2.3. Inference Engine
The Inference Engine is the module that provides all the required mechanisms for inferring medical information. It is
closely associated with the MKB, since its role is to apply the medical implication rules of the MKB on the contents of the
4

However, other semantic query languages (e.g., the W3C recommendation SPARQL [19]) could just as well serve for expressing type-II rules.
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Table 2
The unifying classification scheme employed by ASSIST. It is applied on all
examination types and also on the overall CxCa Severity index of a Case.
Class

Description

ASSIST0
ASSIST1
ASSIST2
ASSIST3

Normal or within normal limits
Low grade abnormal findings
High grade abnormal findings
Findings conclusive for cervical cancer

legacy repositories that have previously been syntactically unified (see Section 4). The purpose of the Inference Engine is
twofold:
1. to semantically homogenize the legacy repository data by translating all the examination results to the ASSIST classification
(Section 1), and
2. to infer all the CxCa-related diagnostic information that is required for the conduction of the intended case–control association studies.
The output of the Inference Engine is the final unifying CxCa repository of ASSIST, ready to be employed for conducting
association studies (see Section 5). Due to the existence of two types of medical implication rules, two discrete inference
mechanisms have to be employed.
The first mechanism utilizes the medical implication rules that are expressed in OWL-DL (type-I rules) and it can be applied by
an established DL reasoner (e.g., Fact++ [21], Pellet [22], RACER [23]). The reasoner is based on type-I equivalent class axioms to
compute the inferred types of all the individuals in the ontology. The first inference mechanism is implemented by the built-in DL
reasoner of OWLIM [24], which is the reasoning-enabled semantic data repository of Sesame [25], and it is mainly employed to
(1) semantically homogenize the examination results, and (2) to extract the CxCa Severity Index of each Case (see Section 2).
The second inference mechanism applies the rules of type-II. Since these rules are expressed as SeRQL queries, an appropriate
semantic query engine suffices to accomplish this inference task. For this reason, ASSIST employs the query engine of Sesame
Server [25], which is able to pose SeRQL queries to an ontology-based repository (see Section 2.5) and retrieve the corresponding
result-sets in the form of RDF graphs; the retrieved RDF graph is used to incrementally update the semantic repository with the
inferred information. This inference mechanism is mainly used to infer (1) for each Case the collective results of every
examination type, and (2) the worst Case of a patient with respect to CxCa Severity index (see Section 2).
The two inference mechanisms described above need to be combined in order for the inference procedure of the system to be
completed. More specifically, multiple inference layers of both mechanisms have to be applied sequentially on the medical data so
that the odd layers employ the first mechanism, while the even layers employ the second mechanism. Each inference layer needs
to employ the conclusions of the previous layer in order to reach its own conclusions; this explains the need for interleaving the
two inference mechanisms.
In the following we shortly describe, with the help of an example, the complete inference procedure for a certain person P with
3 Cases (C1, C2, and C3). The sequence of the applied inference layers is also outlined in Fig. 2.
Layer 1 (OWLIM). Assume that the patient has been subject to a cytology examination within the context of Case C1 and the
result of this examination (instance R1) has been Class_V in the Papanikolaou classification. Then, based on the equivalent class
axiom presented in Section 2.2, the DL reasoner will infer that R1 rdf:type ASSIST3_Cytology_Result. Similar conclusions will be
drawn for all the examinations conducted by P.
Layer 2 (SeRQL). A set of appropriate construct queries will be sequentially applied in order to infer the collective result (R2) for
the cytologies belonging to Case C1. Obviously, since there is a cytology with ASSIST3 Severity (R1), the outcome of these
queries will be the triple R2 rdf:type ASSIST3_Collective_Cytology_Result. This procedure is repeated for all the examination
types of Cases C1, C2, and C3.

Repositories 1 − N
ASSIST’s UMR

syntactically unified

Layer 1:

Layer 3:

Layer 4:

semantically

infer collective

Layer 2:

infer severity

infer

homogenize

results

index

worst case

Fig. 2. The sequence of inference layers applied by ASSIST's Inference Engine. The layers employing the 1st inference mechanism (OWLIM) are indicated in blue
color, while those employing the 2nd inference mechanism (SeRQL) are colored red.
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Layer 3 (OWLIM). Given the collective result of the previous step, the DL reasoner will apply the appropriate equivalent class
axioms to compute the overall severity of each case (Si for Ci, where i = 1,2,3). For Case C1, if we assume that no colposcopy or
histology examinations were conducted, then the reasoner will conclude that S1
Layer 4 (SeRQL). In this step, the Inference Engine has to identify the worst Case of P in terms of CxCa severity. This is
accomplished by a series of construct queries. Assuming that Cases C2 and C3 have been diagnosed with lower CxCa severities
than ASSIST3, then the present inference layer will generate the triple P asNS:hasWorstCase C1.
2.4. Repository Schema Mapping
This module constitutes ASSIST's interface to its legacy repositories. At this point, we should mention that ASSIST strictly
conforms to all up-to-date ethical, security, and privacy recommendations when dealing with medical data. To this direction, the
written approval from the Ethical Review Board of each participating center for using the data was ensured. Apart from this,
advanced authentication and authorization procedures are applied regarding both its end-users (LDAP-based passwords) and
also the information exchange between legacy repositories and the system core (VPN protocol).
However, the most important aspect of the aforementioned recommendations has to do with the anonymity of the sensitive
medical data. This has been achieved by applying two layers of anonymization. The first layer is at the site of the participating centers
and involves the application of privacy enhancement algorithms (reduction of indirect re-identifiability, outlier suppression,
replacement of dates by timestamps) and pseudonymization (replacement of nominative information by pseudonyms and
subsequent encryption of nominative information). For each participating repository, the first anonymization layer produces a
de-identified repository which is eventually made available to ASSIST (in fact, this is the legacy repository depicted in Fig. 1). A similar
anonymization layer is applied at the Repository Schema Mapping module as an additional security measure.
Getting back to the description of the Repository Schema Mapping, the main purpose of the present module is to map the
schema elements of the legacy repositories to entities of the ASSIST Ontology. The definition of these mappings requires
collaboration between technical administrators of the legacy repositories and knowledge engineers of ASSIST. As an example, the
MTHFR-related schema elements of the two clinics in Table 1 are both mapped onto the MTHFR C677T Polymorphism Ala/Ala
class of the ASSIST Ontology. The outcome of this mapping procedure is the syntactic unification of the legacy repositories.
The aforementioned mappings are defined manually through the mapping language of the D2RQ platform [26] and are stored
in an XML document (Repository Schema Mappings file in Fig. 1). The D2RQ Engine is employed to query the legacy repositories
and transform the retrieved information into RDF triples that instantiate entities of the ASSIST Ontology.
2.5. Uniﬁed Medical Repository (UMR)
The purpose of this module is to unify the medical information contained in the diverse legacy repositories into a single
container that can be accessed by ASSIST's users in a transparent and seamless manner. It is essentially a large repository that
employs the ASSIST Ontology to express the heterogeneous CxCa-related information of the participating research centers.
The construction of the UMR is achieved with the help of the Inference Engine and the Repository Schema Mapping modules.
First, the latter module undertakes the task of populating the UMR. I.e., the Repository Schema Mapping module produces
instances of ASSIST Ontology classes and literals that correspond to elements of the participating legacy repositories and relates
them via the ASSIST Ontology properties. As we have discussed in the previous subsection, the repository that results from this
procedure contains syntactically unified data.
Next, the Inference Engine takes over. The semantic data heterogeneity that stems from the use of diverse classification
schemes is tackled by applying on the UMR the first layer of the Inference Engine (see Section 2.3). Following the syntactic and
semantic homogenization of the contained data, the final step is the inference of the required diagnostic information that is not
explicitly stored in the legacy repositories. This is accomplished by applying layers 2 to 4 of the Inference Engine (see Section 2.3).
With respect to the implementation details, the OWLIM repository of the Sesame Server has been selected to materialize the
UMR of ASSIST. This selection has been based mainly on Sesame's ability to handle large populated ontologies and on the
simplicity of its accompanying semantic query language (SeRQL). However, other semantic repositories and/or query languages
(e.g., SPARQL) could be used as well for the implementation of the present module.
2.6. UI View Extractor
In ASSIST, a typical semantic system, the formulation of medical hypotheses and queries requires the utilization of concepts/
terms from the ASSIST Ontology. However, as it has been discussed in Section 2.1, the presentation of the entire ASSIST Ontology
(i.e., a very complex graph) to the system users, which are medical researchers, would make ASSIST very difficult to use. Thus, to
ensure system usability, we decided to “hide” the complexity of the knowledge representation from ASSIST users. This has been
accomplished by extracting two files from the ASSIST Ontology in order to simplify query construction.
UI Tree File. This tree contains exactly those classes of the ASSIST Ontology that can be employed in the supported semantic
queries. Each node of this tree receives an expert-defined name that is familiar to medical researchers and is accompanied by
additional information extracted from the ontology. This information comprises the datatype properties that are connected
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with the node-class and the allowed values of these properties. The UI Tree file is stored in XML format and, in practice,
incorporates only a small portion of ASSIST Ontology classes.
UI Path File. For each class that is contained in the previous file, the present file includes the shortest path through the graph of
ASSIST Ontology from a root class to the given class; the subsumption relations (is–a) are not taken into account in path
definition. The class Person has been selected as the ontology root for the purpose of path definition. A sample path is given in
Fig. 3. Owing to the design of the ASSIST Ontology, it can be proved that there is a unique shortest path connecting the class
Person with any given ontology class, as long as the hasCase property is omitted.
Among the previous files, only the UI Tree file is presented to the system users. The users can select nodes from this tree to
formulate their hypotheses and, whenever they do, their selections are complemented by the information contained in the UI
Path file – which is not presented to the user – in order to reconstruct powerful semantic queries in terms of the ASSIST Ontology.
This way, the users are perfectly capable of constructing all the hypotheses and queries that are supported by the system without
being overwhelmed by the complexity of the ASSIST Ontology.
The two files under discussion are generated with the help of the UI View Extractor module. This is essentially a standalone
software application utilized for building the “view” of the ASSIST Ontology that is eventually presented to the users. The
application first reads the ASSIST Ontology with the help of Jena API [27], and allows its operators, which are CxCa research
experts, to determine the tree of “exploitable” ontology classes and also assign to each class a name familiar to medical
professionals. This hierarchy is stored in the UI Tree file. Then, the application automatically extracts from the ontology the paths
to the nodes of the UI Tree and stores them in the UI Path file. As it is obvious from Fig. 1, the UI View Extractor does not
communicate directly with the subsystems of ASSIST.

2.7. User Interface (UI)
The User Interface module/subsystem constitutes the front-end of ASSIST to its users. It encapsulates the means to expose the
functionality of ASSIST, allowing the users to uniformly and transparently access the unified biomedical repository for cervical
cancer and perform case–control association studies in a flexible and comprehensive way.
The UI is implemented using Java and Javascript as a web-based interface and it incorporates the two files that are
produced by the UI View Extractor. While the information of the UI Path file is not revealed to the user, the UI Tree file is
employed to dynamically generate and display a tree of medical concepts. This tree, whose top level is depicted in Fig. 4, is
fundamental for the functionalities of the system. By dragging and dropping the nodes of the aforementioned tree, the user is
able to
formulate queries for data retrieval: By selecting nodes from the displayed tree (i.e., ontology classes) and by subsequently
setting constraints on the associated properties (i.e., ontology object and datatype properties), the user specifies the elements
of an intended query addressed to the UMR. Then, the UI retrieves from the UI Path file the ontology paths to the selected
classes and combines them with the user selections to form a complex semantic query, ready for posing it to the UMR.
formulate association study hypotheses: In a two-step process the user defines the case and control groups of an intended
association study by selecting nodes from the displayed tree and by subsequently setting constraints on their associated
properties. In a third step, the user specifies the factors of the study through the standard drag-and-drop procedure (always on
the same display tree). Then, the UI retrieves from the UI Path file the ontology paths to the selected classes and combines
them with user selections to form, this time, two semantic queries: one for the case group and one for the control group. Both
queries also request information related to the selected study factors.
Of course, the UI is perfectly capable of displaying the result-sets of the formulated queries (tables of raw data) and visualizing
the statistical results of the requested association studies (pie-charts, histograms, etc.).
Due to the requirement for subsystem interoperability, the communication of the UI with the System Core is carried out by the
exchange of XML documents. Thus, the queries that are constructed at the UI are not expressed directly in SeRQL, which has been
selected as the official query language of ASSIST. Instead, ASSIST has defined an XML Query Schema that is mapped to the
exploitable subset of SeRQL operators. This schema is employed by the UI to translate the user selections into XML queries that
can later be transformed into meaningful SeRQL queries (see Section 2.8).

Person

Case
hasWorstCase

Colposcopy

Visit
caseHasPart

hasIntervention

Fig. 3. Path through the ASSIST Ontology from class Person to class Colposcopy.
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Fig. 4. The graphical UI of ASSIST.

2.8. Semantic Index and Query
The Semantic Index and Query module is charged with the orchestration of the semantic functionalities of ASSIST. The present
module is critical for the interoperability of other system modules since it is responsible for the circulation of queries and
result-sets within the system and also for their transformation from one form to another.
The Semantic Index and Query module receives the XML-formatted queries sent from the UI and translates them into valid and
meaningful SeRQL strings based on its built-in knowledge of the 1–1 mapping between the XML Query Schema and the employed
SeRQL operators. After this translation, the module queries UMR with the resulting SeRQL strings and retrieves the corresponding
result-sets. Then, it transforms the result-sets into an XML hierarchy of tabular structure. The resulting XML document is sent
either to the Association Study Analysis module (see Section 2.9) for statistical processing, or to the UI for displaying. The
Semantic Index and Query module is also responsible for receiving the XML-formatted statistical results that are produced by the
Association Study Analysis module and for propagating them to the UI.

2.9. Association Study Analysis
This module performs all the statistical computations and tests that are required for the conduction of a case–control genetic
association study. The Rserve module of R (http://www.r-project.org/) is employed to establish connection with a dedicated R
server that undertakes the aforementioned computations and tests. The module can also connect to dbSNP [28] – the NCBI
database of single nucleotide polymorphisms – in order to retrieve frequency and count information regarding the genotypes and
alleles of the investigated polymorphisms. The Association Study Analysis module receives statistical analysis parameters and raw
data from the Semantic Index & Query module (Section 2.8) and, after carrying out the requested analysis, it returns the statistical
results to the same module. This is its exclusive means of communicating with the rest of the system.
One of the functionalities of the present module is to provide a pre-hoc power analysis of an intended association study, by
computing the required dataset size for a given value of statistical power and effect size. Moreover, when an association
hypothesis has been formulated, the Association Study Analysis module calculates the allele and genotype frequencies in the case
and control groups and it checks whether they are compliant with those retrieved from dbSNP. Finally, the module tests the
formulated association hypothesis, by conducting chi-square and log-linear tests, by calculating odd-ratios and relative risks, etc.
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2.10. MKB Editor
This module is a standalone software application that allows the modification of the system's MKB (ASSIST Ontology and
Medical Implication Rules) whenever new scientific developments (e.g., new medical discoveries or guidelines) occur and/or the
needs of the system change. The rationale for building this application has been to develop an ontology and semantic query editor
that (1) provides exactly those editing capabilities that are necessary in the context of ASSIST, and (2) enforces a set of domain
knowledge restrictions (“medical axioms”) in the editing process.
In other words, instead of employing a full-functionality ontology editor such as Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu/) for
updating its ontology, ASSIST has developed a custom-made ontology editor that is lightweight but sufficient and also makes sure
that the MKB always conforms to a set of ground-truth medical axioms. These axioms/restrictions are a safety mechanism to
avoid overriding established medical knowledge and they apply also on editing type-II implication rules (semantic queries).
The MKB Editor allows knowledge engineers – always under the guidance of CxCa experts – to add, edit and delete ASSIST
Ontology concepts and medical implication rules of type-I (OWL-DL Class Axioms) and type-II (SeRQL Queries) in a mixture of
textual and graphical fashion. The application uses the Jena API [27] to load, modify and store ontology models. It is not directly
connected with the MKB but can operate on the MKB files, i.e., the ASSIST Ontology and the Medical Implication Rules document
(see Fig. 1). This way, necessary changes are carried out off-line, and the updated MKB files are submitted for approval to a
committee of CxCa experts. Once the knowledge modifications have been deemed medically correct, the updated files can be
securely uploaded to the MKB. The application's window for editing OWL-DL class axioms is shown in Fig. 5.
3. System usage
This section presents a prototype installation of ASSIST that is made available for CxCa researchers to use. Then, two complete
scenarios of ASSIST's usage are provided. The section concludes with a discussion regarding the system evaluation.
3.1. A prototype installation
A prototype installation of ASSIST can be accessed via the Internet at http://mug.ee.auth.gr/assist. This prototype incorporates
data from three pilot research centers, namely:
• The 1st Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Papageorgiou Hospital (Thessaloniki, Greece).
• The Laboratory of Gynecological Tumor Immunology, Charite Hospital (Berlin, Germany).
• The Departments of Genetics, Obstetrics & Gynecology, and AnatomoPathology, University of Ghent (Ghent, Belgium).

Fig. 5. MKB Editor's window for editing OWL-DL class axioms.
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Some statistics may help the user anticipate the size of the system. The UMR resulting from the contribution of the three pilots
incorporates 3209 Persons, 3223 Colposcopies, 5311 Cytologies, 1742 Histologies, and 4100 HPV Tests. These are associated with
5986 Cases, which are diagnosed with ASSIST0 (3283), ASSIST1 (1152), ASSIST2 (799) and ASSIST3 (270), while the CxCa severity
of 482 Cases is undetermined. The UMR incorporates genetic information concerning 5 CxCa-suspicious polymorphisms: CYP1A1
(2018 persons), CYP2E1 (1974 persons), GSTM1 (1995 persons), GSTT1 (1995 persons), MTHFR (1981 persons), and p53
Codon72 (1973 persons).
3.2. Usage scenarios
The usage scenarios to be discussed constitute two sample case–control association studies that have been actually conducted
via ASSIST on its extended CxCa repository (UMR). The purpose of these scenarios is twofold: First, to illustrate the operation of
the system and to explain the role of the semantic modules within ASSIST's framework. Second, to prove the utility and value of
the system, since the presented studies are examples of actual contribution to CxCa research.
3.2.1. Scenario 1
Imagine the following case: Dr. X, who is a medical researcher in the CxCa domain, would like to use ASSIST in
order to test whether there is an association between the presence of the MTHFR polymorphism and the onset of CxCa.
The cases for this study will be patients with CxCa (ASSIST3), while the controls will be healthy individuals (ASSIST0).
Dr. X intends to perform the study on subjects from a single clinic (Papageorgiou Hospital). The scenario evolves as
follows:
1. Dr. X defines the parameters of the intended study through the system's graphical UI in a wizard-style fashion. First, she
determines the inclusion criteria for the case and control groups by selecting nodes from the displayed tree of medical
concepts. In the same way, she defines the study factor(s) of the study. The described procedure has been captured in Fig. 4.
Then, the UI module uses the XML Query Schema to generate two ontology-compliant XML queries based on the user
selections.
2. The generated queries are sent by the UI to the Semantic Index & Query module along with the defined study factor(s). The
latter module transforms the received XML queries into the corresponding SeRQL strings and consequently queries the UMR.
TheSeRQL query for the case group is given in Listing 2. The Semantic Index & Query module retrieves the result-sets and
generates a “tabular” XML document that incorporates the retrieved information of the case and control groups. The generated
XML document is then passed to the UI.
3. At the UI side, Dr. X can see the retrieved result-sets for the two groups as well as their distribution with respect to the
selected study factor(s). Then, she realizes that the case group includes only 4 patients and therefore no reliable or
trustworthy statistical analysis can be performed on the formulated association hypothesis. In order to increase the size of
the case group, Dr. X decides to re-formulate the inclusion criteria in the two groups by considering patients from all
three participating clinics. Steps 1 and 2 are revisited to revise the hypothesis and retrieve the new case and control
groups.
4. The size of the revised case group is satisfactory (176 patients) and Dr. X decides to proceed with the association analysis.
The Semantic Index & Query module sends the study factor(s) and the XML-formatted case and control group data to the
Association Study Analysis module. The latter module performs the request statistical analysis and replies with the results.
The statistical results are forwarded to the UI, which displays them, thus completing the conduction of the association
study.
The performed analysis indicates that there is no statistically significant association between MTHFR and the onset of
CxCa (ASSIST3). However, the present usage scenario demonstrates how the testing of a meaningful association hypothesis
that cannot be carried out in a single clinic (Papageorgiou Hospital) because of insufficient data is made possible owning to
ASSIST.

Listing 2. The SeRQL query for the original case group of Scenario 1.
SELECT DISTINCT Person, MTHFR_Subclass
FROM {Person} rdf: type {asNS : Person};
asNS : hasWorstCase {aCase};
asNS : hasPoymorphism {MTHFR_C677T_Polymorphism},
{aCase} asNS : diagnoses {ASSIST3_Severity};
asNS : caseHasPart {Visit},
{ASSIST3_Severity} rdf : type {asNS : ASSIST3_Severity},
{MTHFR_C677T_Polymorphism} rdf : type {MTHFR_SubClass},
{MTHFR_SubClass} serql : directSubClassOf {asNS : MTHFR_C677T_Polymorphism},
{Visit} asNS : madeAtClinic {Clinic},
{Clinic} rdf : type {asNS : Thessaloniki_Clinic}
WHERE (NOT (isBNode (SubClass)))
USING NAMESPACE asNS = bhttp://assist.iti.gr/assist_ontology.owl#>
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3.2.2. Scenario 2
Imagine now that Dr. X would like to investigate whether the presence of the MTHFR polymorphism has an effect on High
Grade Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (ASSIST2). Healthy individuals (ASSIST0) will be used as controls. Dr. X intends to employ
subjects from one clinic only (Charite Hospital) for her study. The scenario evolves as follows:
1. Dr. X defines the parameters of the intended study exactly as in the first step of the previous scenario. When the parameter
selection procedure is completed, the UI module generates the XML queries for the case and control groups.
2. This step is the same as Step 2 of Scenario 1. The generated queries are transformed into SeRQL queries and posed to the UMR.
The result-sets are transformed into a “tabular” XML format and sent back to the UI.
3. The size of both the case and the control group are satisfactory (239 and 263 subjects, respectively). Dr. X decides to proceed
with the statistical analysis, which is undertaken by the Association Study Analysis module. The results indicate that MTHFR is
not significantly associated with the case group subjects (ASSIST2).
4. However, Dr X. wishes to improve the statistical power and size effect of her analysis. Thus, she initiates a new association
study by slightly modifying her initial hypothesis: Now, subjects can be selected from all the clinics participating in ASSIST.
Steps 1, 2, and 3 of the present scenario are revisited in order to put through the new study.
Both the case and control group of the second association study are significantly increased in size (484 and 825 subjects,
respectively). The results of the revised study, which are displayed in Fig. 6, are differentiated from those of the initial study: This
second study indicates that there is a statistically significant association between the MTHFR polymorphism and High Grade
Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia (ASSIST2). This is a real-life example of how CxCa research can be benefited from ASSIST.
Testing the association hypothesis on the rich, unified repository of ASSIST has revealed an important association between MTHFR
and ASSIST2, which has been ignored by the – scientifically sound – association study on the single-clinic dataset.
3.3. System evaluation
The utter goal of ASSIST is to allow medical researchers to conduct case–control association studies on an extended (i.e., unified)
CxCa dataset by means of a single, easy to use user interface. The medically significant association studies of Section 2 as well as the
feedback of several CxCa researchers from their daily usage of the ASSIST prototype prove that the aforementioned goal has been
achieved. Since the great technical challenge has been to build ASSIST around semantic web technologies, the fact that the system
is perfectly functional demonstrates that the aforementioned technologies have been successfully and seamlessly integrated into
ASSIST.

Fig. 6. Screen capture of ASSIST's UI displaying the results of the revised association study of Usage Scenario 2.
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Owing to the wizard-style design of UI, the conduction of a complete association study requires only a few clicks and
drag-and-drop operations, which are performed in a matter of seconds. The system response to the requests of the user is equally
fast. The usability of the system has been evaluated with the help of the widely-used System Usability Scale questionnaire [29].
The score of the questionnaire falls in the range [0, 100], with higher values indicating better usability. Eight users were asked to
carry out the scenarios of Section 2 and fill in the questionnaire. The results were quite satisfactory: The acquired scores ranged
from 62.5 to 87.5 with a mean score of 74.7 – which is considered above average [30] – and standard deviation of 8.71.
Finally, the response speed of ASSIST to its user requests was evaluated. For this purpose the scenarios of Section 2 were
executed by the ASSIST prototype, which is installed on a PC equipped with an Intel® P4 @3 GHz processor and 1 GB of RAM. The
execution times that were measured for the tasks involved in the scenarios are given in Table 3. These clearly indicate that the
system response to user requests is essentially instant.
4. System extension
The extensibility of ASSIST is discussed in the present section by focusing on three possible extension directions. For each
direction, we describe the modifications that need to be made to ASSIST in order to implement the extension, and we also specify
the system components (modules and configuration files) that are going to be affected. The extension directions are presented in
order of increasing complexity with respect to the necessary modifications.
4.1. Incorporation of new repositories
In case a new medical center decides to join ASSIST, its repository has to be integrated into the system's UMR. For this purpose, the
schema of the new repository needs to be mapped to elements of the ASSIST Ontology. Since ASSIST does not provide mechanisms for
automatic syntactic integration, this mapping has to be defined manually. Fortunately though, the system incorporates valuable
resources for the semantic integration of new CxCa repositories. These are mainly the introduced classification scheme along with the
mapping of all established CxCa-related diagnostic classification schemes to the ASSIST classification (see Sections 1 and 2). This way
the semantic integration of a new repository that adheres to established classification schemes is performed automatically, without
any need for modifications in the MKB.
Based on the previous analysis, when a new repository has to be incorporated into ASSIST, the Repository Schema Mappings file
is updated manually by adding the schema mappings of the new repository. Then, the Repository Schema Mapping module
employs the updated file to generate an extended UMR that incorporates the contents of the new repository.
4.2. Incorporation of new CxCa knowledge
As scientific research continually progresses, it is expected that the present medical knowledge in the CxCa domain will have
to be updated (e.g., new relations between medical concepts might emerge, new medical rules might be added). Obviously, in this
case, the MKB of ASSIST (both the ASSIST ontology and the Medical Implication Rules) will have to be modified accordingly. As a
consequence, the mappings of the participating repositories to the modified ASSIST Ontology will also need to be revised.
In order to extend ASSIST by adding new CxCa knowledge, we will start by modifying MKB with the help of the MKB Editor.
Then, the Repository Schema Mappings file will be updated manually in accordance with the ontology modifications and the
Repository Schema Mapping module will generate the updated UMR. Finally, the UI View Extractor will be employed to extract
appropriately modified versions of the UI Tree and UI Path files.
4.3. Incorporation of new medical domains
The extension of ASSIST to new medical domains (e.g., other cancer types) is very similar, in implementation terms, with the
previous extension direction (addition of new CxCa knowledge). In this case too, the system's MKB will have to be updated, thus
leading to the same sequence of module and configuration file modifications as in the previous extension direction. The only
Table 3
Execution times measured by the ASSIST prototype for the tasks involved in the usage scenarios of
Section 2. For both scenarios, the 1st retrieval of case and control groups refers to the original study,
while the 2nd groups retrieval refers to the revised one. The testing hypothesis time obviously refers to
the revised study.
Time (s)
Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Groups retrieval (1)
Groups retrieval (2)
Hypothesis testing
Groups retrieval (1)
Groups retrieval (2)
Hypothesis testing

b2
b2
b3
b3
b3
b3
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difference has to do with the supported association study analysis capabilities. More specifically, in order for the system to be able
to perform case–control association studies in other medical domains as well, the Association Study Analysis module needs to be
upgraded with new domain-specific analysis operations (e.g., database connectivity to retrieve information about domainspecific study factors — see Section 2.9).
According to the previous analysis, when a new medical domain has to be incorporated into ASSIST, the MKB is the first
module to be modified; this could theoretically be performed by the MKB editor. However, given the extent of the ontology
additions that would be probably needed in such a case, it might be wise to seek for alternative ontology development
approaches. Therefore, state-of-the-art methodologies for large-scale ontology development and their associated tools can be
considered (e.g., concurrent [31] or modular ontology development [32]). After the MKB has been modified, the Repository
Schema Mappings file is manually updated and the Repository Schema Mapping module generates the updated UMR. Next, the UI
View Extractor produces appropriately modified versions of the UI Tree and UI Path files. Finally, the Association Study Analysis
module is modified so as to incorporate analysis operations required by the new domain.
The system module and configuration file modifications that are associated with the three extension directions are
summarized in Table 4.
5. Related work
When trying to specify the position of the presented system in the universe of relevant scientific and/or technological efforts,
we must recall what ASSIST really is: A materialized system that employs existing semantic web technologies in order to integrate
heterogeneous medical data sources; the achieved data integration results in a large-scale repository of medical data that is
necessary for a specific medical research task – in our case, the conduction of association studies in the CxCa domain. Keeping this
short description of ASSIST in mind, we must seek for related work in large-scale collaborative efforts – mostly international
research or R&D projects – that attempt to integrate heterogeneous biomedical data by means of established semantic web
technologies (mainly involving the use of ontologies). These projects should aim at delivering well-sized pools of integrated data
to be used for performing specific medical research or healthcare tasks.
The works that belong in the context defined above are differentiated mostly with respect to the three following characteristics:
Semantic Architecture & Implementation. While all of them employ semantic web technologies, each system is able to
incorporate a different combination of semantic technologies in its architecture and to seek for the preferred implementation
of the employed semantic technologies among the available semantic tools.
Medical Application Domain. The medical domain of interest of each project determines the type, amount, and diversity of data
that need to be integrated in the system, potentially setting additional challenges on the attempted data integration procedure.
Medical Application Task. This is the task that the system has been designed for (e.g., decision support services or data mining)
and usually indicates the semantic technologies that have to be employed by the designed system. For instance, a decision
support system most often has to possess reasoning capabilities.
In the rest of this section we briefly present the state-of-the-art systems that are related to ASSIST, focusing – when possible –
on the three aforementioned characteristics. Regarding the connection of these systems with ASSIST, we must note that they
should by no means be considered competing approaches. Instead, ASSIST moves in parallel course with the presented efforts,
being identified by its own unique triple of Semantic Architecture & Implementation, Medical Application Domain, and Medical
Application Task characteristics.
The @neurIST (Integrated biomedical informatics for the management of cerebral aneurysm) project (http://www.aneurist.
org/) has developed a grid infrastructure based on web services to support the research, diagnosis and treatment of cerebral
aneurysms and subarachnoid hemorrhage [33]. The @neuroIST platform brings together heterogeneous data from the
aforementioned medical domain to provide decision support services (risk assessment, treatment planning) and also knowledge
discovery regarding aneurysm. To facilitate data integration, the @neurIST Ontology for Intracranial Aneurysms [34] has been
developed in OWL-DL; it is built upon the DOLCE upper ontology and partially includes parts of the FMA ontology and UMLS
metathesaurus. Using the entities of the @neurIST Ontology (global schema), a data mediation service semantically annotates the
Table 4
System component (modules and configuration files) modifications that are
associated with the presented extension directions. The following correspondences of system components to indices apply: (1) MKB module, (2) Schema
Repository Mappings file, (3) UMR module, (4) UI Tree file, (5) UI Path file, (6)
Association Study Analysis module.
Extension direction

Required modifications

New repository
New CxCa knowledge
New medical domain

(2)–(3)
(1)–(2)–(3)–(4)–(5)
(1)–(2)–(3)–(4)–(5)–(6)
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schemata of the heterogeneous data sources to produce mappings between them and the global schema, eventually integrating
them into a single virtual data source. Pellet [22] is utilized for the ontology reasoning that is associated with the knowledge
discovery task of @neurIST.
The DebugIT (Detecting and Eliminating Bacteria UsinG Information Technology) project (http://www.debugit.eu/) has
employed clinical and operational information regarding bacteria and antibiotics from Clinical Information Systems (CIS) across
Europe to build a virtual large-scale Clinical Data Repository (CDR). Data mining techniques on both patient and population level
have been applied on the CDR to discover new knowledge, which is used by a decision support and monitoring tool in the clinical
environment [35]. The CDR schema is defined by the DebugIT Core Ontology (DCO), which focuses on patients, diseases,
pathogens, their analyses and medications [36]. DCO extends the BioTop mid-level ontology [37] and re-uses several established
biomedical vocabularies and ontologies. For each CIS a wrapper extracts and transforms the contained data into the customized
physical schema of a local CDR; this schema serves as the local CDR's external interface to the virtual integrated CDR. Hermit
(http://hermit-reasoner.com/) is DebugIT's reasoner of choice.
The ACGT (Advancing Clinico-Genomic Trials on Cancer) project (http://eu-acgt.org/) has created and tested a unified technological
infrastructure for cancer-related clinical trials that facilitates the seamless access and analysis of multi-level clinico-genomic data
enriched with high-performing knowledge discovery operations and services [38]. More specifically, ACGT has focused on trials in the
domain of breast cancer and pediatric nephroblastoma. For the task of data integration the project has developed the ACGT Master
Ontology [13] which is a – quite generic – common domain OWL-DL ontology for cancer research and management, built upon BFO [12].
Data integration is achieved by means of a single virtual repository with the help of a subset of the Master Ontology (serving as global
schema) and a common mediator-wrapper architecture. The main results and lesson learned from the project are outlined in [39].
The Neuroweb (Integration and sharing of information and knowledge in neurology and neurosciences) project (http://nuke.
neurowebkc.eu/) has shared its Medical Application Task with ASSIST. Neuroweb has developed a web-based platform that supports
association studies in the field of cerebrovascular disease. The shared medical task also explains the many similarities of the two
projects regarding the Semantic Architecture and Implementation characteristic. Neuroweb has built from scratch the Neuroweb
Reference Ontology [40], an OWL-DL ontology that is oriented towards the conduction of association studies in the aforementioned
medical domain. The reference ontology provides the virtual – in contrast to ASSIST – global schema that is required to semantically
reconcile (i.e., integrate) the repositories of four clinical centers of excellence in cerebrovascular disease, by exploiting mappings
between the reference ontology elements and those of the local repositories, which are saved as SQL views of the local schemata.
Apart from clinical information, the Neuroweb Reference Ontology is extended to include biomedical entities from external sources,
e.g., by linking the Neuroweb biomolecular processes with Gene Ontology (GO) functional annotations.
The following two research efforts lean more towards the semantic annotation of integrated biomedical data rather than the
semantic integration of biomedical data. The HeC (Health-e-Child) project (http://www.health-e-child.org/) has focused on
vertical integration – i.e., from the cellular to patient level – of biomedical data in order to provide European pediatrics with an
integrated healthcare platform with exemplars in pediatric heart diseases, inflammatory diseases and brain tumors. The
developed platform provides decision support, knowledge discovery and disease modeling applications that access data in
hospitals of three EU countries. The data integration in the HeC project relies on the separation of encoded information into data,
metadata and semantics [41]. While the integration is achieved by populating the first two information components, it is the
instantiation of the semantics component that improves the querying, visualization, and reasoning of the integrated data [42].
This is a – post-integration – semantic annotation procedure that employs terms from established biomedical knowledge sources,
such as the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) ontology. End-user access to the integrated data model of HeC has been
simplified via an ontology-assisted query reformulation methodology [43,44].
The main goal of the i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology & the Bedside) initiative (https://www.i2b2.org/) is to provide
clinical investigators with the software tools necessary to collect and manage clinical research data for a series – currently seven –
of disease-based driving biology projects by integrating medical record data and associated genomic data. The software suite is
not tied to specific types of data but can be extended for new and unanticipated data types as well as functionalities. For this
purpose, i2b2 uses a framework called “Hive”, which comprises various Cells, each providing different functionality and/or data.
The Hive framework is based on web services through which the Cells export their functionality [45]. The system uses a relational
data model to store data (the Data Repository Cell) and some unprescribed ontology (e.g., an established vocabulary) to
semantically annotate the terms and concepts of the aforementioned schema (the Ontology Cell), thus allowing data from several
repositories to come together [46]. The translational impact of the project worldwide is quite impressive [47].
Two projects with a looser connection to ASSIST are HEARTFAID and SmartHEALTH. Both projects have employed semantic
technologies in a certain medical domain but not for the purpose of medical repository integration as did the previous projects. More
specifically, HEARTFAID (http://lis.irb.hr/heartfaid/) has developed a knowledge-based patient-centric platform which provides
decision support and knowledge discovery services to improve prognosis, diagnosis and therapy provision in the domain of
cardiovascular diseases, with specialization in heart failure [48]. The objective of the Heart Failure Ontology, which has been
developed within the HEARTFAID project, is to set the ground for the reasoning tasks that are required for the decision support
services of the platform [49]. On the other hand, SmartHEALTH (http://www.smarthealthip.com/) has aimed at integrating into
healthcare systems a series of intelligent diagnostic technologies regarding three key applications in cancer diagnostics (breast,
cervical, colorectal cancer). For this purpose, medical devices have been equipped with a semantic infrastructure, i.e., a set of semantic
technology tools (e.g., the novel μOR reasoner for resource-constrained environments [50]) to ensure the interoperability among
these devices, clinical information systems, and laboratory information systems [51]. In this framework, a microfluidic multisensor
platform for cancer diagnostics has been developed [52].
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Two ongoing efforts that are also worth mentioning are the PONTE (Efficient Patient Recruitment for Innovative Clinical Trials
of Existing Drugs to Other Indications) and the VPH-Share project. PONTE (http://www.ponte-project.eu/) aims at effectively
guiding researchers through clinical trial protocol writing by allowing them to perform intelligent queries to various sources and
by offering automatic selection of individuals eligible to participate in clinical trials [53,54]. To achieve this, the system
incorporates a core ontology, which has several sub-layers and is implemented in OWL, while semantic querying is based on
SPARQL. The mapping of the patient data from various coding systems to ontology terms is made by a dedicated module; the
Semantic Mapper. The decision support sub-system incorporates a dedicated reasoning engine which operates on top of if–then
rules. VPH-Share (http://www.vph-share.eu/), which has recently been funded in the context of the Virtual Physiological Human
(VPH) Initiative, will enable, by means of Cloud Technologies, the sharing of multiple VPH-relevant datasets in order to facilitate
the construction and operation of new VPH workflows [55,56]. VPH-Share will provide the required infrastructure and services to
support the full life-cycle of VPH data, including semantic data annotation, integration and access. Semantic data inference,
knowledge discovery and management services will be indispensable components of the intended VPH-Share framework.
Furthermore, we should mention two research efforts that, in a manner, escape the pattern of the previous works. BioDB [57] is a
recent medium-scale integration effort whose rationale is lying close to that of HeC and i2b2. BioDB is an information system where
ad-hoc heterogeneous biomedical data can be imported and semantically annotated so that they can be queried in a federated
manner. For the task of semantic annotation, BioDB provides an ontology framework which includes a repository of uploaded
ontologies and a mechanism to (1) associate schema elements of an imported data source with an uploaded ontology, and
(2) establish inter-ontology mappings as sets of axioms. The Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF at http://www.neuinfo.org/)
is an application system built upon the BioDB infrastructure [58] and driven by a set of standardized neuroscience-related ontologies
[59]. On the other hand, LinkHub [60] is a semantic web system, focused on the field of proteomics, which builds an RDF graph of
relationships among unique identifiers of individual entities (i.e., documents) residing in separate web-accessible biological
databases (e.g., UniProt, PFAM, Gene Ontology); the resulting graph is employed to produce a “hub of hubs” organization of the
contents of the aforementioned biological databases in order to provide improved and federated information retrieval from the
identified documents residing therein (e.g., the primary sequence of a protein).
Finally, from an ontology design point of view, the ASSIST Ontology, as mentioned in Section 2, bears structural similarities
with other efforts. To this end, ACGT-MO [13] has been a great source of inspiration, due to its high quality and its closely related
domain. A number of entities have also been borrowed by OBI [15], which contains a very rich set of concepts related to all aspects
of clinical and biological trials, OGMS [14], which includes more generic medical terms, and EFO [16], which provides an extensive
description of experimental biomedical variables. In the same time, numerous domain-specific medical ontologies designed to
facilitate semantic data integration – and thus similar in purpose with the ASSIST Ontology – keep being reported (e.g., an ECG
data ontology [61], the Bone Dysplasia Ontology [62], the Disease Ontology [63], and an ontology for sharing Biobank data [64]).
6. Conclusion
The adopted semantic paradigm has greatly benefited ASSIST. Apart from efficiently resolving the issues of data homogenization
and diagnostic information extraction as described in Section 2, the employed semantic technologies have significant contribution to
certain virtues of the system, namely usability, response speed (Section 3) and extendibility (Section 4).
Semantic technologies present a powerful and yet untapped potential in the field of medical informatics. The ability to not
only integrate data from different sources, but also to perform inference operations on that data can find multiple uses in different
medical domains. While ASSIST focuses on cervical cancer, the same technologies and principles can be used in other fields of
medical research as well.
ASSIST is a step in this direction, which clearly demonstrates the benefits of semantic web technologies as well as how they
might be put into use more effectively. Further research is still needed in the areas of syntactic data integration (e.g., employing
natural language processing technologies for integrating unstructured medical archives and similarity-based methods for
facilitating syntactic matching) and multiple user roles (e.g., handling multiple views of the ASSIST Ontology). The lessons learned
in the development of ASSIST, however, indicate that the implementation of a general-purpose (e.g., covering more than one
medical domain) medical research tool that utilizes semantic technologies to conduct genetic association studies is entirely
feasible.
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